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WE DON/T WANT YOUR KIND HERE
The Milltcry Interviewing Controversy
The following is written in
rebuttal to the decision of Father
O'Malley and in support of the
decision of Dean McLaughlin and
the faculty to prevent the military
recruiting on the Loyola Law
School campus.
THE FACTS
In the past, Loyola Law School
has .alJOWeD tb~ milit:NJ' to
interview Loyola students on
campus' during OCI week. Few
students express serious interest in
these positions compared to student
interest in private firms. This is
largely due to the military's
prerequisite that even lawyers
attend basic training.
For the last seven years,
Loyola students requested that the
military not be permitted to
interview on the Loyola Campus
because military policies
discriminate solely based on sexual
orientation. DOD Directive
1332.14 states that gays and
lesbians are incompatible with
military objectives. Ironically,
reports prepared by the
Department of Defense
acknowledge that there is no
reason to discriminate against gays
and lesbians. In spite of this, each
year, about 1,500 individuals are
discharged from the military
because they are gay or lesbian.
Thus, the military policy sanctions
blatant and unfounded .
discrimination against individuals
based upon sexual orientation.
In an effort to protest these
policies, many law schools, such
as U.C.L.A., prevent the military
from interviewing on campus.
Furthermore, the bylaws of the
American Association of Law
Schools (AALS), which provides
private accreditation, states that
member schools will not promote
discriminatory policies. The
membership of the AALS currently
includes over 150 of the most
prestigious law schools (including .
Harvard, Stanford, Yale).
Although AALS has not yet taken
action against Loyola Law School,
the decision of Father O'Malley
now places Loyola in jeopardy of
losing AALS membership.
In addition, a division of
the American Bar Association
consisting of student body
representatives from law schools
.:u-r£W,S ~ V:S., .W~ tr
resolution condemning the
military's policy of arbitrarily
discriminating against individuals
based on sexual orientation and
recommending that the ABA
pressure Congress to enact
legislation that would reverse this
policy (Resolution 92/8-27).
Clearly, the legal profession has
taken steps to respond unfavorably
to the military's discriminatory
policy.
THE ISSUE
Last Spring, the faculty of
Loyola Law Schooldecided to
request that the military be
excluded from recruiting on the
campus. The decision was made
largely as a result of student
pressure on the administration and
a concern that Loyola Law School
would lose its AALS accreditation.
However, last July, Father
O'Malley reversed the decision,
based on weak reasoning.
FEAR OF STUDENT LAWSUIT
Father O'Malley's first
concern was that students would
sue the law school for depriving
them of the opportunity to
interview with military employers.
However, excluding the military
from interviewing during OCI
week would not deprive students
the opportunity to interview with
the military. Students interested in
interviewing with the military
would still be able to contact the
military and set up an off-campus
interview .. Because there is no
injury, a student wishing to sue
would lack standing to do so.
_ Furthermore, Loyola has
no ~ to provide students with
interviews. OCI is merely a
service provided by Loyola Law
School, a private institution, to its
students. No student would have
grounds to bring a lawsuit against
.1ru- .r.ahrul'.
Instead, Father O'Malley
should fear lawsuits by gay and
lesbian students under California's
Unruh Civil Rights Act. The
Unruh Act allows an individual to
sue a private business entity for
arbitrary discrimination. A
plaintiff filing a claim under Unruh
must show that he or she falls
within the class protected under the
Unruh Act, that the defendant -is a
business establishment, and that the
defendant arbitrarily discriminated
against the plaintiff. (Any student
interested in learning more about
this issue should read Steve
Wyllie's Comment in Volume 24,
Issue 4 of the Loyola Law
Review).
CONSISTENCY BETWEEN
CAMPUSES
Father O'Malley also
expressed a desire that the school
have a consistent policy across the
University. Father O'Malley was
alluding to the fact that the
undergraduate campus offers
ROTC training for its students and
provides office space to the
military personnel who run the
training programs. (The ROTC
programs provide financial
assistance to students on the
condition that students serve in the
military for a requisite number of
years.)
The undergraduate training
program is a non-issue. The Law
School faculty and the Dean have
no intention of affecting the
undergraduate ROTC program and
made no mention of it in the letter
to Father O'Malley. Although it is
reprehensible that the
undergraduate campus accepts the
presence of a discriminatory
organization on campus, it would
be undesirable to deprive
disadvantaged students of what
may be their only means of
funding an education. The law
scnoor mereiy aszs tliat tne
military not be allow to recruit on
the law school campus.
While having consistent
policies across the University may
be desirable, it is important to
weigh this desire against the
desirability of condoning blatant
discrimination, at the risk of losing
AALS accreditation. This is a
case in which the desire for
consistent policies is outweighed
by the need for the law school to
avoid losing AALS accreditation
and condoning discrimination.
GOVERNMENT
RETALIATION
Father O'Malley's final
concern was that the federal
government might retaliate against
law schools that refuse to permit
military to recruit on campus. As
Father O'Malley mentions in his
own letter to Dean McLaughlin,
there is no evidence that the-
federal government has ever taken
such steps. Furthermore, if the
federal government did take steps,
the government would have to
contend with the strong possibility
of lawsuits for forcing
discriminatory policies on private
institutions.
Continued, p.3.
Dean's letter, p.3.
O'Ma1Iey's letter, p.2.
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FROM:
Father Thomas O'Malley
Gerald T. MCLaughlin C.,7f< LL February 6, 1992
I enclose an excerpt from a report of the Georgetown Law
Center's Placement Committee recommending a ban on on-campus
recruitment by ~he military. I r.hink that it well summarizes the
competing positions on the issue.
As you know, in 1989, the Loyola Law School faculty voted
dec i.si.veIy to ban the military from recruiting on campus. In 1990,
the American Association of Law Schools amended By-law 6-4(b) and
adopted Executive Committee Regulation 6.19 that had the effect ~f
obligating AALS-accredited law schools to refuse the use of the1r
placement facilities to organizations that discriminate based on,
inter alia, sexual orientation. As I have mentioned to you I
believe. that the AALS position is the correct one to follow.
In addition, as Dean I wish to have Loyola Law School in
compliance with AALS By-l~w 6.4~b) ~nd Executi~e Committee
Regulation ,6.19. Our AALS re1nspect10n w1l1 occur duz inq the 1993-
94 academic year. Since most on-campus interv~ewing,(OCI) occu~s
during the Fall, it would be helpful to have th1s pol1cy change 1n
place in sufficient time to make it ~ffective for the ,Fall 1992-93
OCI program. If you approve of th1s change of POI1CY, the Law
School will obviously implement the change carefully and prudently.
Attached you will find a list of several Catholic law
schools indicating which do and do not permit military recruitment
Ion campus. As you can see, the. two other Jesu,it.California law
~chools prohibit on-campus recru1tment by the m111tary.
LOYOLA AFTER DARK
THE COLUMN FOR EVENING STUDENTS
Q -- Who do I talk to and where do
I go when I have administrative
questions AFTER DARK?
A -- Not only will Cassandra
Tolbert be on campus two nights a
week (MondaylThursdays, until 8
p.m. in Suite 234, x1071) but also
Student Services Representatives(s),
e.g., Registrar, Career Services,
Financial Aid, Student Accounts will
be on campus two nights a wee1c
(TuesdayIWednesday, until 7 p.m.)
Q -- Since the day students took all
the SBA bulletins, how do I find out
what is happening on campus?
A -- Three screen will be posted
around campus to continuously
televise (non-verbally) campus news
item. ,Being coordinated by Susan
Shepherd's office.
Q - How do we get a job in this
economic climate? .
A -- Cassandra will suggest to
Career Placement that it find ways
to assist 1st and 2nd year students as
well as upper classpersons with
job/work study placement AND
work study monies will no longer
apply to office campus jobs.
Reasoning: University cost
effectiveness.
Q - So what is with the dirt lot?
A -- The "new" parking garage is to
be completed in Summer '94. The
permit process is time consuming,
given the backlog of requests in
L.A. Construction should take 11
months. Ideally, the project will be
compartmentalized, i.e., build the
lower sections first allowing students
to park on the lower levels, while
the upper levels are being built.
Q -- How do we avoid driving to
Loyola f;vf;r;yday?
A -- Administration is looking at
alternatives in scheduling classes to
minimize driving down town, e.g.,
concentrated Saturday sessions.
Dean McLaughlin suggests we poll
students on whether they would
prefer summer classes begin at 6
p.m.
Q -- How can Loyola make evening
registration easier?
A -- The Administration recognizes
that Fall registration packets need to
be sent earlier in order that students
can register before going on
vacation. Best laid plans of mice
and men. They will try harder. At
Dean McLaughlin and Dean
Yamamoto's suggestion, I will talk
with Dan Selmi regarding Spring
1993 class selections to allow
students to take more than one bar
requirement. Currently, times
overlap. The policy re: the school's
canceling of summer classes is
generally that a class will be
canceled if there are less than 10
registered; however, exceptions
have been made.
Q -- When will Loyola offer
evening students an on-campus
clinic?
A - Dean McLaughlin is exploring
the possibility of adding an
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Clinic for evening students - TBD.
Q - How can Loyola entice students
to attend school here?
A -- Admission's Office needs
suggestions from SBA on how to
attract students to Loyola. Discussed
past promotional ideas, TV spots,
etc.
Q - How can Loyola cut down on
the congestion in the cafeteria?
A - Dean McLaughlin agrees there
should be at least two cashiers in the
cafeteria; Cassandra will talk to the
catering company.
Q - What can students do about
phone calls while in the parking lot?
A - Administration will investigate
the feasibility/cost of installing a pay
telephone in the Union lot.
Q -- Can we get more electrical
outlets in the lecture halls?
A Not yet because the
administration does not feel it is a
str-ang enough issue yet. It is a
decision that could be delayed to the
future and will now be left to the
professors' discretion.
Q - How about a Loyola ride-share
program?
A - Dean McLaughlin agreed to
allow the SBA to post a voluntary
ride-share sign up sheet. This
voluntary program will allow the
law school to determine how great
student interest is before funnelling
time and money into a school
sponsored program. Dean
McLaughlin at one time had looked
at the feasibility of a school
sponsored program, possibly
including Southwestern, but had
suspected there would not be enough
student interest to justify' it. It will
be up to SBA to publicize the sign
up sheet; it will be up to the
students to contact fellow students.
By Susan Chadler, Evening SBA
FOUL
FOWL
During the week of August
31st, the LLS brand new Marriott
cafeteria allegedly poisoned the
students, faculty and staff with
chicken meat. (C'mon, it's a
chicken story; there has to be at
least a little yellow journalism
included.) There have been at least
5 cases of food poisoning associated
with consumption of the Mexican
chicken meat reported to the Loyola
Reporter last week alone.
The official comment from
Grace Duran, manager of the LLS
cafeteria, was that only two people
reported to her that they became ill
after eating the chicken. She stated
that the Mexican chicken meat is the
most popular item sold at the
cafeteria, that it is prepared the
same way each day both here and at
LMU, and that it does not sit in the
warming dishes for very long.
Rick Dietz, the manager of
the Marriott cafeteria at LMU, has
also been notified of this situation
and is looking into it. He stated that
nothing like this has ever happened
to him before, so he needs to find
out the proper procedure for taking
action. Dietz also stated, "We stand
behind what we do; and I have a
hard time believing it was a food-
bourn problem." The position of
Marriott food services is that if it
were a food problem more people
would have complained about it.
Gene Perkins, Food Scrvfces
Director at both LMU and LLS is
willing to walk through the whole
food preparation procedure with the
Reporter staff and anyone else
interested in seeing the inside of the
LLS kitchen.
If you became ill last week
after dining on this chicken, please
report the incident to both the
Loyola Reporter and Ms. Duran in
the cafeteria. To the rest of you _
BEWARE!
Sure air bags work great in front-
end collisions, but only a safety
belt can protect you from side and
rear-end collisions. So buckle up.
And you'll cover all the angles.
YOU COUlJJ LEARN A lDT FROM A IJUMMl
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BBI
Fa more inlvrmalioo, caJllhe Airbag & aoikJ Safety /kJIJine: fm..424.9393
r.t!'I A"""", Senoce 01 US Departmeot n,~2 l'hISPubltcahon ofTransportatlon ~fij.
'\FFICE at thE; DEAN August 5, 1992
TO: The Faculty
FROM: Gerald T. McLaughlin
MEMORANDUM
I received the attached letter yesterday from Fr.
O'Malley. I believe it is self explanatory. I will continue with
my efforts to, p,er,suadethe President to allow us to deny our
employment facllltles to those employers whose policies are not in
compliance with AALS by-laws.
Dean Gerald T. McLaughlin
LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
Dear Dean McLaughlin:
July 31, 1992
n February 21, 1992, I wrote to you, and said that I was willing
to concur with the advice of the Law School faculty, that the
Iitary not be permitted to recruit on the Law School campus
owntown, because of the military's position on not hiring people
ecause of a given sexual orientation.
We spoke of this, and then as the appropriate letters were j
going out from the Law School, I spoke to you in late May, or ear
June, as I remember it, with second thoughts.
The Reporter encourages all
students to submit work to be
printed in future editions. It is our
hope that the Reporter will make
you question why we're here and
what goes on at Loyola. Of
course, a little satire never hurts.
After all, isn't that a vital part of
our evolution as lawyers? We all
have different experiences and
points of view that we bring with
us to school each day, and it is our
hope to reflect that in our
newspaper. As of now, we have
no "staff' in the traditional sense.
That is because, ideally, we want
the entire student body to be our
staff. We want the Reporter to
serve as a forum for all of you. If
you are interested in becoming an
"official" staff member, we
encourage that as well. Stop by
the Reporter office or leave a
message at 763-8117. A lot of
work goes into getting this together
and everyone's help is welcome.
Take a few minutes once in a
while to PU! your ideas to paper or
disk. If you have an idea or
comment, but no time to write
anything, give our office a call and
leave a message. We want to
know what you think.
I found it necessary, as you know, to rescind my agreement, and t
ask the Law School to make the campus available for milita
recruiting. My reasoning runs as follows:
1) I very much fear a lawsuit, in a difficult job market,
students who will allege that we have deprived them of
opportunity to interview with military employers.
2) We do have an ROTC unit on the Westchester campus, and I
that consistency in policy across the University is very desirable.
3) While I am not aware of any punitive actions that have
n in the past by the Federal Government against law schoo
ich have refused to permit military recruiters on their campuses,
theless I fear the possibility of such a thing happening.
various federal entitlement programs for both undergraduat
graduate school students which could make us vulnerable to
itive actions.
I regret the fact that I had to change my mind on this. The
f mind, by the way, comes as a result of my own ponderings,
hinking, and inquiries on this, and not from any exterior
pressures, lest someone imagine that to be the case. Nei
trustees nor anyone else have required, nor suggested this acti
by me.
Yours sincerely,
Thomas P. O'Malley, S.J.
President
WHERE IN THE .... ?!?!
The first person to correctly
identify this picture will win
a free sub sandwich compliments
of the Loyola Reporter. Tum in
your entries to the Reporter office
or to Rhonda upstairs in the Bums
Building.
Continued from p.l.
The military's policy of
discrimination based on sexual
orientation has come under
increasing attack in recent years.
Individuals who have been
discharged based on sexual
orientation have brought suits
challenging the constitutionality of
the military's policy based on
equal protection grounds. (Anyone
interested in learning more about
these challenges should read Kurt
Hermansen's Law Review Article,
which will be published in
November 1992, in Volume)6,
Issue 1 of the Loyola of Los
Angeles Law Review.)
In recent years there have
been increasing challenges to the
military's policy based on equal
protection grounds. Cases holding
that there is no constitutional
violation usually rest on the courts'
reluctance to interfere with
decisions made by the military. If
the U.S. Government were to
retaliate against school's through
its entitlement programs, the action
would no longer be a "military ,
decision." It would be a decision
by the Executive of the United
States. Thus, the U.S.
Government would be vulnerable
to a flurry of equal protection
attacks. It's hard to imagine that
the U.S. Government would take
such a risk against a group as
powerful and as likely to sue as
law schools.
THE REAL CONCERNS
Perhaps Father O'Malley
should be more concerned about
student action against a school that
does not enforce its own policies.
It is indeed ironic that the Loyola
Law School Non-Discrimination
Policy, which appears or. the
second page of the Office of
Career Services Handbook, states:
Loyola Law School adheres to a
policy of non-discrimination in the
hiring. compensation. work
assignments or promotion of any
person on the basis of sex. age.
race. color religious creed.
national origin, sexual orientation.
physical disability. marital.
parental or veteran status, or the
prejudice of clients.
This is in accordance with the
"Principles and Standards for Law
Placement and Recruitment
Activities," adopted June 10, 1988,
which states: "Law schools should
articulate and publish meaningful
policies prohibiting discriminatory
hiring practices. "
The law school is
violating its own policies by
permitting the military to recruit
on campus. Certainly, if a law
firm had a policy of discriminating
against prospective hires based on
race or gender, the school would
enforce its policy. Perhaps Father
O'Malley should be more
concerned about consistently
enforcing the policies of the law
school.
Father O'Malley should
also be concerned about law
students who are disgruntled .
because the decisions of their Dean
are singlehandedly overturned by
the President of the University.
Do we students, who will one day
be alumni, want to contrihute
money to a University that falls
prey to the whims of its
President's decisions despite well-
reasoned and well-founded
concerns of the faculty, a group of
lawyers who understand the legal,
political and ethical consequences
of permitting the military to recruit
on campus?'
By Kurt Hermansen and Molly
White, on behalf of the Coalition
of Loyola Law Students Against
Military Recruiting on Campus
NEXT ISSOE DEADLINE
OCTOBER 6TH, 1992
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Catching
Campaign'
Fever
OUR MAN FOOTLICK
Until this issue, few individuals
other than those running the campus
(i.e., Rhonda and Carlos), were
privy to this information. LLS has
sent one of its own to rage war
against the Republican establishment
currently barricaded in 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue. Esteemed
3rd year student Jay Footlick is on
the front line, entrenched in a bitter
battle where verbiage, rhetoric and
sound bites too often win out over
sound public policy.
Jay Footlick holds a position
with the Clinton campaign in Little
Rock, Arkansas. Jay's quick wit
and sound judgment have made him
an integral driving force behind the
.Clinton campaign. His Kennedy
accent hasn't hurt a bit either.
Jay's duties include: maintaining
a supply of peroxide for Hillary's
hair, checking Quail's (sic) spelling,
reviewing re-runs of Murphy Brown
for evidence of Traditional Family
THE
SOAPBOX
SOMETHING TO THINK
ABOUT
Are so many special interest
groups on campus a good thing?
There are more student groups on
the Loyola Campus than ever; so
many that it would be difficult to
name them all. It seems that many
of these organizations have become
more politically or religiously
oriented than in the past. The
Latin American Law Students
Association became La Raza.
What does that mean? Does it
mean that membership is only
limited to those who are of
Mexican descent? Would a
Spaniard or a Cuban student feel
as welcome now as before? There
is now a Students For Life
organization. Christian student
organizations are more active than
ever. One wonders why. Why
now? Should we be alarmed that
politics, and most particularly,
religion are assuming such large
roles in our academic atmosphere?
As a law school, we are
supposedly striving for diversity on
our campus, but is that what we
have achieved? Or have we
become more segmented and
isolated because we must now label
and affiliate ourselves with an
organization before we can
participate in student life on this
campus? The Loyola Reporter
would like to know what the
students think. All submissions
(space permitting) regarding this
topic will be published in the
upcoming issue.
FOOTLICK'S MAIN MAN
Values, going outside and asking for
directions when the bus tour gets
lost, and a long term project--sole
responsibility for writing Clinton's
acceptance speech.
According to an unnamed
source, it has been rumored that Jay
will be given the position of
Director of the CIA should the
Clinton campaign win in November.
We called to confirm, but Jay was
unavailable for comment, no doubt
busy showing Tipper how to tap a
keg.
In the interest of Gonzo
journalism, we will keep you
informed of Jay's exploits on the
Campaign trail, 1992. From those
of us, standing on the sidelines, we
wish Jay the very best.
Reporting: Paul Beach, Matt
the Cub Reporter and special thanks
to Barbara Seeley, Creative
Consultant.
A WHOLE
LOTTA DIRT
10 SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
DIRT LOT
1. Put in a Mini-Mall.
2. Wave Pool so we can surf during'
breaks.
3. Deed it to the Environmental
Law Society so they can practice
working on environmental impact
reports.
4. An open-air recreation center
with a pool, gym, basketball courts,
jacuzzi, sauna, steam room, massage
therapist, lawn bowling, etc ....
5. Build housing for those
individuals who have no where to
go as a result of "anti-camping"
ordinances.
6. Build storage units for orange
paint, yellow paint and freestanding
columns.
7. Open up the Loyola Trucking
Academy for those of us looking at
alternative legal careers. Just you,
the open road and your 18-wheeler.
8. Build the Jerry Brown Meditation
Center and pitch-&-putt.
9. Leave the dirt lot as it is and
dedicate it to the drought.
10. Build the Warren Court Library
-- We might as well bring the books
here, since our faculty still teaches
this stuff and the books are just
collecting dust in D.C.
Reporting: Paul Beach and Matt the
Cub Reporter.
TOW AWAY:
NO PARKING
Some of us remember
when parking was something that
we didn't think about much. We
drove into either the Union or
Albany garage and that was it.
Most of the grumbling in those
days was from guys who didn't
think it was fair that the Albany
garage was restricted to female
students and faculty.
Unfortunately, those of us who
remember the good old days will
not be around to see the current
parking nightmare resolved.
There are presently two
official parking lots, the Union
garage and the Columbia lot.
There is also another overflow lot
on Beacon. The Columbia lot has
approximately 170 spots that are
reserved for evening students.
These spots are available after
5:00pm. There are also 10-20
spaces available in the Columbia
lot to provide parking for visitors
to Loyola. The Union lot is
supposed to house everyone else.
Those of us who have gotten
carsick on our way up to the
Union roof only to find that there
are no available spaces know
better. I learned last year that
Beacon was the way to go. After
being attacked in a parking garage
a few years ago, I was never keen
on parking at Union even when I
could find a space. A security
guard told me there was another
open lot on Beacon Street. It was
great. I was in the open so I could
see who was around me. I could
run or scream and be heard if I
ever needed help. I had a nifty
blue card that let me come and go
as I pleased. And, most
importantly, I got dropped off first
when I rode the shuttle back from
school. I am not the only one who
decided that the Beacon lot was
better. There were a large number
of students who chose to avoid the
hassles of the Union garage. It
was safer and more convenient
than the Union garage. Recently,
however, it has become more
difficult for those of us who prefer
the Beacon lot to park there.
In fact, the parking
situation has gotten worse for
everyone. There have been days
when both the Union and Beacon
lots filled. Students were then told
to park at a smaller lot across from
Beacon. This lot is not lighted,
has no controlled gate and has no
security guard, even after dark.
When a friend of mine asked a
security guard what she was
supposed to do when she came
back to her car alone at night, he
replied, "Well, I guess you'd just
better find a way to move your car
to another lot before it gets dark."
Wow. Thanks for the real concern
for our safety. A professor
recently complained that he saw a
van drop a lone student at this lot
and immediately roar off instead of
waiting until the student reached
her car. Anyone who parks at
Beacon now, by choice or by
necessity, has to wait for the
security guard to open the gate. I
have had to get-out of my car and
go ask the security guard to open
the gate for me. I have also had to
get out of my car and operate the
gate myself when I could not find
a security guard to let me out of
the lot. I don't have my nifty blue
card anymore. I thought maybe it
was because it didn't match our
new orange color scheme, but I
finally got the true story.
Martha Gonzalez is the
lucky person in Auxiliary Services
who gets to field most of the
student complaints about parking.
She assured me that the van
drivers and security guards have
been told they are to make sure
that students are in their cars
before leaving the lot. She also
said that a student complained that
she didn't get out of class until
10:0Opm and didn't feel
comfortable going to her car in the
Union lot so late at night. Ms. '
Gonzalez said she told the student
to have a security guard escort her
to her car or to have the van itself
drive her to her automobile.
When I asked about the
Beacon lot, Ms. Gonzalez told me
that the Beacon lot was for
overflow only and, as of
September 11th, would be closed
on Fridays due to the fact that the
Union garage did not fill up on
Fridays. The Beacon Jot hours are
now 10:00am to midnight, Monday
through Thursday. I don't really
understand why students who
prefer to park in Beacon are
treated as second-class. We pay
the same amount to park as those
who park in the Union garage but
we cannot come and go at our
convenience and we can only park
during designated hours. I don't
think anyone who doesn't feel safe
in the Union garage Monday,
Tuesday , Wednesday, or Thursday
will feel any safer on Friday. If
there is a security guard available
for the other patrons of the Beacon
lot on Fridays, why can we not
park there as well? Why are we
forced to park at Union? The
reason for the changes, according
to Ms. Gonzalez is that the
administration is trying to cut back
on security costs. She
acknowledged that the students
have very valid concerns and
wants the students to know that
they should voice them because
many times the Deans do not know
there is a problem unless students
speak out. Dean Cooney is the
person to talk to, and I was told
Dean Selmi has also been very
responsive to students' parking
needs. So if you are reading,
Deans, please do something!!! This
situation stinks. Martha Gonzalez
is also someone who is ready to
listen and she seems sincerely
interested in improving things for
us. She asked me to let students
know that she is willing to help.
"I don't know if I can move
mountains", she said, "but at least
I can try."
ANOTHER VOICE FROM
THE BACK ROW
THE GUY WHO SITS NEXT TO THE VOICE FROM THE BACK ROW
Yes, the voice has left us;
he has gone to Chicago for the
semester. I respect his decision to
go for the Fall semester because it's.
the only time he will be able to see
the White Sox, the Cubs, the Bulls,
the Bears and the Blackhawks all
play home games, but it's
unfortunate that he left us in a time
of need.
I was going to call this
article "What I Did For My Summer
Vacation" but the more fitting title
is "Why I Did What I Did For My
Summer Vacation." To end the
suspense before it starts I will tell
you that I spent the summer as a
research assistant for a professor.
While it was very interesting work,
it was not what I had planned.
More about that later; first, I want
to discuss some current events.
It's election year, folks, and
we all know what that means: 'tis
the season of the sound-bite. The
most popular buzz-word of the
campaign so far is "change." A lot
of people have different ideas about
what we need to change in this
country but as far as I can tell what
we really need to change is our
. attitude. This society of ours seems
to have forgotten how to care about,
and for, each other. I don't think I
need to describe the harsh reality of
life that a substantial proportion of
our society has to deal with on a
daily basis. We all know what's
goingon out there; it just seems like
a lot of us don't care anymore. I
won't blame this lack of compassion
on the 80's "Me Decade" because
that's too easy a target, and I won't
blame it on our political and social
"leaders" because they're an even
easier target. I blame our current
crisis on us. That means me, you,
OUi neighbors, our community, and
most importantly for this article, our
school administration.
This past summer there were
over 160 students at Loyola who
cared enough about society to want
to work in Public Interest firms.
Unfortunately, only 60 of them
received public interest grants. So
the public interest law community in
L.A., which is desperately in need
of assistance, had to survive without
100 students willing to do the work.
Whether this incredible influx of
students willing to do public interest
work is a general resurgence of
"caring", or whether its a-sign of
the harsh job market is debatable.
Most would tell you that it's the
latter but that seems an awfully
pessimistic view. However,
regardless of their reasons, students
willing to do public interest work
should be encouraged every step of
the way. Unfortunately, our
administration has chosen not to
encourage them.
One student who was upset
abouthis denial of a grant went to a
Loyola dean looking for a few
answers. What he received was
discouraging and insulting. The
first reason advanced by the dean
for the insufficient number of grants
was the often heard budget crisis
excuse. While that reason may be
reasonable, albeit unacceptable, the
second reason was neither. It was
carefully explained to this student
that the reason for the lack of funds
to cover all the grant requests was
partially attributable to the
aforementioned increase in grant
applications. The dean then had the
nerve to comment that the reason
for the increase in applicants was
because so few people could get a
"real job." As mentioned earlier,
this reason may have some validity,
but it was very insulting for a
student who is committed to public
interest work to have that comment
directed at him personally. In
addition, the darker implications of
such a statement are very clear: one,
the administration does not consider
public interest work to be a "real
job;" two, the administration will
doubt the sincerity of any student
who wishes to pursue a career in
public interest work; and three, the
school will attempt to steer all of its
students away from public interest
work and into more mainstream
jobs.
While public interestwork is
not for everyone, any student who
wishes to pursue it, regardless of his
or her motivation, should be
commended and assisted in. that
endeavor. It is a tragedy that
Loyola's administration has instead
chosen to discourage and even scorn
those students that are wi11ingto
work in this field.
There was some good that
came out of this mess, however.
Loyola's Public Interest Law Society
attempted to pick up some of the
administration's slack and fund
several summer grants of their own.
The "Work a Day in the Public
Interest" program encouraged
students to donate one day's salary
from their summer job to the Public -
Interest Law Foundation. The
Foundation then awarded their own
grants to students who were denied
school funding. I'm not certain how
successful the program was, but
from what I saw the reaction from
all the students was very favorable.
It's encouraging to know that there
are students at Loyola committed to
doing something to assist our
community. It's unfortunate that
our administration doesn't share that
commitment.
Just one last complaint
before I sleep. The same student
who was insulted by the dean took
his case to a very well respected
Loyola professor. The professor
agreed that the administration need
to re-evaluate its budget and place a
greater emphasis on socially
conscious programs, clinics and
curriculum. He admitted, however,
that re-structuring of the budget
would not take place until faculty
salaries were controlled. This
thought runs afoul of the theory that
higher salaries equal higher quality
professors which in turn means a
higher ranking for our beloved
school. But shouldn't there be more
to a law school than its ranking?
Shouldn't institutions of higher
learning take the lead in teaching a
new generation how to care for
society? Who knows, maybe if
Loyola became a model for a
successful community interactive
law school we wouldn't need a high
faculty payroll to make this school
something special. It just might be
worth a shot. Something must
change if this society is going to
rebuild itself and it might as well be
us.
ANSWERS
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TASKMASTERS:
Forced Pro Bono Work
ATTACK ON STUDENTS'
DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS!!!
IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE! !!
In the aftermath of the Los Angeles
riots last Spring, a group of well-
intentioned students, faculty and
administrators formed the
Community Revitalization Task
Force. The purpose of the group
was to increase the Law School's
interaction with the community in
which we work and live.
At the end of the summer, the task
force finalized a list of
recommendations which will be
submitted to the faculty for
approval. One of the
recommendations was for a
MANDATORY PRO BONO
requirement to be imposed upon the
students of Loyola Law School.
This mandatory requirement could
be satisfied in two ways. The first
way would be to give students 2 to
4 credit units for doing- 8 to 16
hours of work a week of pre-
approved public service in a
semester. The second way to fulfill
the requirement would be to require
the students to do 80 hours of pre-
approved public.service work.
On Friday, September 11, 1992, the
task force asked the faculty to
approve this mandatory pro bono
requirement without the disclosure
of this program to the students
and without the consent of a
majority of the students. We
believe that this is inherently wrong.
This group should not seek to bind
Loyola students to a mandatory
requirement without their consent.
The faculty agreed with US, and
voted 29 to 7 to table the vote until
the next faculty meeting in October.
This gives the students a window of
opportunity for voicing their views
on the pro bono requirement.
In their proposal, the task force
acknowledges that student reaction
to the mandatory pro· bono
requirement is a concern. However,
the task force has never asked for
student input nor sought student
approval of this requirement.
WE do not take a position upon the
merits of the mandatory pro bono
requirement. -We also recognize the
time and effort that the task force
has put into this proposal.
However, we believe that this
proposal should be approved by a
majority of students at a special
election to be held this fall by the
Day and Evening SBA.
What Should be Done?
We ask the entire student body to do
the following:
1. Request that the SBA hold a
special election to allow the students
to approve the presentment of this
proposal to the faculty. This would
require full disclosure of the
proposal to all students at least two
weeks in advance of the special
election.
2. Contact your professors and tell
them how you feel about this
proposal.
3. Contact Dean Selmi, Professor
May and Professor Tiersma and tell
them that it can't happen here. The
democratic process at this Law
School must be preserved.
By Students for the Democratic
Process
Page 6 LLS RIOT RESPONSE
TASKFORCE
In May of 1992, in response to the
uprising regarding the Rodney King
verdict, Dean McLaughlin created a
Community Revitalization Task
Force. The Task Force has 6
student member, 5 faculty members
and 4 administrative staff members.
The purpose of the Task Force is to
formulate and implement some
unified LLS response to the uprising
by attempting to aid those most
directly affected by poverty and civil
injustice.
By meeting many times
during the summer of 1992, the
Task Force has drafted a proposal
for the implementation of 7 LLS
programs to aid the less fortunate in
society. The programs are as
follows:
1) Student Public Service ~
Requirement
This program creates a new
mandatory graduation requirement
for LLS day and evening students to
complete either a 2 or 4 unit public
service clinic through the Clinics
Office, or 80 hours of public service
for the poor. The clinic will have
to meet certain specific requirements
for client contact with disadvantaged
persons in a legal environment,
while the 80 hour requirement can
be fulfilled by working for
disadvantaged persons in non-legal
environments such as soup kitchens.
This proposed change to the
graduation requirements was offered
up for a vote at the Faculty meeting
on September 11. ,The faculty
reaction was mixed, with a clear
majority voting to table the decision
until the faculty meeting in October
in order to mull over the effects of
such a requirement and ·better gauge
the students' opinions.
The "pro bono" requirement
would go into effect with the class
QUICK
FLICKS
The Unforgiven: Rough-justice with
a state of mind defense.
Boomerang: Boomerwrong!
Universal Soldier: Just too Van
Damme long.
Crossing the Bridge: Where's the
Bridge? Has anyone seen the
bridge?
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Fangs for
the mammaries.
Single White Female: Stupid
Wretched Flick.
entering in 1994. Since such people
are currently unavailable for
comment, it falls to the current
student body to take part in this
decision and be vocal about both
their support and opposition. Dean
Selmi suggests putting your
comments in writing to him directly.
2) New On-Campus Clinical
Programs
This proposal would create
2 new on-campus clinics which
would be open on Saturdays to
service the Pico Union and Korea-
town areas. One clinic would
answer and assess small claims cases
for both plaintiffs and defendants
who are soon to appear in court.
Students would staff this clinic, with
an attorney supervisor. Ultimately,
students may become court certified
small claims advisors trained to
distribute information about small
claims matters.
The other clinic would be a
family law clinic specializing in
amending support order to reflect
inflation increases or job promotions
obtained by the party paying the
support. As ,the clinic exparids, it
will also offer divorce assistance,
child custody and support
representation, and the like.
3) Outreach to Area Schools'
This program would entail
expanding LLS's Tenth Street
Elementary School tutoring program
to other schools and programs in the
same general area such' as the
Compton Schools Special Programs
and the Soledad Enrichment Action
.Program. Basically, LLS students
would be going out into the
community and educating children,
with the' goal of motivating them to
higher learning. The emphasis
would be on students in poor
economic areas or those at specific
risk for drug use, gang activities and
truancy.
The fourth program under
this umbrella is called the APPLE
program. LLS would offer students
a semester course in street law along
with guidance on lesson plans and
techniques. In the, following
semester students would receive
clinical units for actually teaching a
course in street law to students at
the local high schools.
4) Loyola Public Interest
Law Foundation
The Task Force recommends
that students at LLS form a non-
profit corporation dedicated to fund-
raising money for LLS students to
receive summer grants, loan
forgiveness and fellowships in
public interest law. This foundation
would augment the school's current
grant distribution and loan
deferment programs, and work to
create a fellowship position. It is to
be a completely student run
foundation with independent access
to LLS alumni and interested firms.
5) Forums on the Los
Angeles Community
These forums would take
place on the LLS campus and be
intended to inform the LLS
community about issues like Why the
uprising occurred, and- -how it
affected and still affects people,
cultural diversity In the Pico Union
community. The basic intent of
these programs is to bridge the gap
between the fortress of LLS and the
surrounding community.
6) Social Interaction with the
Community
This program would sponsor
social activities on campus such as
an LLS open house for community
members to come to campus and
HEY YOU GUYS!!!
SUGGESTIONS TO THE
ADMINISTRATION:
Do you have suggestions for the
administration? If so, call 736-
8117 and you comments will be
printed in our next issue. Here
are this month's:
Revise the current transcript
format. Given the fact that Loyola
students are competing in a vicious
job-market, every little advantage
helps. The transcripts currently
issued by the Registrar look like
something generated by a computer
powered by mice. How about a
well-formatted document printed by
a lazer printer?
Take down the fence around
the grassy knoll. What is the
purpose of this obstruction?
Print a current Faculty
Directory.
Reinstitute the
student/mentor program. It was a
great idea, but it didn't get very far
off the ground. Let's give it _
another try.
Along those same lines,
reinstitute the Big Bro/Sis Program
for first year students. Again, a
great idea but last year it was a non-
reality.
enjoy our facilities. These events
would try to make LLS more
accessible and available to people in
the community.
7) Community Use of Law
, School Facilities
This policy would allow
community organizations to reserve
space on campus to hold their
functions. LLS would be providing
the services of our facilities in an
attempt to make community
members feel more welcome on
campus.
If you would like to read
about these programs in more detail,
there are copies of the Task Force
Report on reserve in the library. If
you have a comment about the
programs please address them to
Dean Selmi, and come by the next
Faculty Meeting in October.
By Heather Giannini
LLS FOR LIFE
Subinitted by
the LLS For Life
Loyola Law Students For
Life (LLSFL) is a non-partisan,
non-sectarian group. Our goal is to
persuade the Law School community
that the interests of the unborn are
inadequately protected in modern
America. To further this goal we
plan weekly meetings designed to
promote discussion of the issues
involved. Planned topics include
fetal development, legal personhood,
cases in the news and legislative
developments. We plan guest
speakers and relevant videotapes.
LLSFL invites and
encourages participation by all
members of the Loyola community, .
regardless of viewpoint. We meet
Wednesdays at noon in the Cassasa
Bldg., Room 509. Our next
meeting will feature an all-star
roundtable discussion (on videotape)
which frames many of the relevant
issues. Soon we will show a video
documenting prenatal development.
We challenge all who are pro-choice
to educate themselves as to the
nature of the victims of the choice
they advocate.
Weare well aware that any
discussion of abortion arouses
extreme emotions. We pledge to be
as sensitive to others as possible
while being true to our cause. (In
this light we will not post "dead
baby" pictures, though we will
display live, developing human
beings.) We also promise to be
respectful of opposing opinions at
our meetings. We ask for the same
courtesy in return.
Finally, we want to help in
practical ways. There are resources
available for women experiencing
problem pregnancies who do not
want to abort. We would like to
connect anyone in that position with
the appropriate organization. Please
contact us in our office or leave a
message in our mailbox.
I WAS A CLASSROOM ZOMBIE
Count the times your professor
says "Um... " over a given time
period. Don't forget the
_variations: "Uh... ", "'kay?",
"Hmmm... " and (a personal
favorite) "Dub... "
1!ily «tount "§rr All , Is class boring you to death?Ever have those days where you
want to jump up, rip your
clothes off and scream, "No
more!!! No more!!!" Well, wipe
that foam from the corners of
your mouth. Help is on the way.
Here are some activities for those
dull moments in class:
~noUt All" !natt
(ill it17 ~nul, t17t nsir-nlugirnl
huy wunbtr-) Count the hairs on Professor
Lawrence's neck. This is only an
option for those of you brave
enough to sit up front.N.Y. Times crossword puzzle.
New to this one? See Gene Sands
for more information. You can do
this alone or with friends. One
first year contracts section seemed
to have a whole crossword pool
going. (Of course, Gene is much
too involved in his studies to ever
contemplate doing a crossword in
class these days.)
SCORPIO - You won't be called on
this week, so don't bother reading.
SAGITIARIUS - Your life will
mirror a Magnum P.1. re-run this
month.
CAPRICORN - OCI will yield you
many interviews this upcoming
week. Unfortunately, they are all
with Workers Comp firms.
AQUARIUS - The dawning of a
new age for the young aquarius.
Beware of an irresistible urge to
wear bell bottoms on Thursdays.
PISCES - "looking 'for love in all
the wrong places, looking for love
in too many faces" - Bar Review
does not a love-life make.
ARIES- You will experience a bad
hairday sometime around the end of
themonth...Bummer.
TAURUS-- Outlook is bullish.
GEMINI -- Pisces moon in Virgo
orbit.
CANCER - Stop smoking.
LEO - Your color this month is
leopard skin. Meow, meow.
VIRGO -- The young virgo should
really consider doing something for
himselflherself everyday next week.
LmRA - You are just in a pissy
mood. You couldn't have fun if
someonetied you down and smeared
you with peanut butter.
Write notes to the person sitting
next to you. This can be
particularly interesting if you don't
know that person. Is she ignoring
you? Just keep writing; she'll
eventually succumb. A real
challenge for you thrill seekers is
writing notes to the person two
'rows behind you.
Figure out how many days until
the next holiday. Balance your checkbook. This
could be tricky. Don't do this if
you run the risk of breaking into
tears half-way through the job.
Go to the bathroom. This is a
great way to stretch your legs, get
a snack from the Bar review
promotion tables, talk to your
friends, or make faces at people
through the windows in Merrifield
or Hall of the Seventies. You may
even actually want to make your
way to the bathroom at some
point. "
Attempt to construct a scale model
of Stonehenge with your
highlighters. Look up to the
skylight and wait.T·HIRD'S EYE VIEW
THIRD'S EYE VIEW (With all due
respect and admiration to the voice
from the back row)
This is the semi-annual,
occasional, once in a blue moon,
maybe if I feel like it column,
Third's Eye View. A column
dedicated to truth, justice and way
cool stuff. The journalistic
importance of this column may
equal the importance of Frank O.
Gehry's "Lantern" which
"excitedly" juts out of the Casassa
building. (You know what they say
about a law school with a big
lantern ... more credibility!!I).
Enough frivolous introduction,
let's get to the meaty stuff. Today's
article focuses on the backbone of
Loyola, the in-debt, out-of-work,
recovering-from-Bar Review Law
Student. The first student to be
profiled is... Leslie A. Eagle, AKA
"I don't have a nickname; but I was
called "wildcat" after a very tense
but productive game of spin the
bottle in sixth grade sleep away
camp. "
She attended UCLA, and has
fond memories of singing the
national anthem for the inaugural
Medfly Festival, Chili-Cookoff and
Truck and Tractor Pull. She now
lives in Culver City with Lucas, the
man with no last name; and Davy,
the man of 1000 hairstyles, Blau.
Leslie's favorite color is green,
and her hobbies include swimming,
sailing, drumming, mud-wrestling,
mud-slinging, mud-bogging and
Wade-Bogging.She does have a boy
friend, but he lives on a boat, so
any man that can provide a house on
terra firma has a defmite in! .
Leslie is also the Chairperson of
LLS's Dept. of Interior Renovation
- and Technology, Loyola's Outer
Territory (DIRTLOT). Her main
duty is to make sure that enough
orange fencing is used around the
dirt lot, thereby distorting the no-w
visible residential community which
surrounds the campus. Also, it
keeps out curious first years
attempting to conduct their own
field research concerning tortious
activities. (Attractive Nuisance,
anyone?).
Finally, we focus on Leslie's
career aspirations. Currently, Leslie
is a 3rd law student, desperately
seeking a job. Basically, unless
Taco Bell gets a legal department,
she's screwed. But, she does serve
up a mean Macho Burrito & Jumbo
Mountain Dew ("Would you like
Cinnamon Crispas for $1.00
extra?").
However, Leslie does have
future possibilities with the Los
Angeles Dodger organization's
Summer Intern Program. She'll be
part of the grounds crew which
rakes the infield between the fifth
and sixth inning.
But mainly, Leslie wants to
pursue her life long dream of
working on a big, greasy oil derrick
in the Pacific Ocean. It must be
some type of Freudian sexual thing
dealing with men named Derek.
See how many people in your class
are members of the Hair Club for
Men.
Read for your next class. Any
third year can fill you in on this
pastime.
If none of these suggestions work,
you must take emergency
measures. LEAVE CLASS
IMMEDIATELY!!! Drive
yourself home (if you are able; if
rigor mortis has already set in,
have a friend drive you) and sit
your ass down in front of the T.V.
with a cold beer and a large bag of
chips.
Take a nap. Haven't you noticed
that the only people who leave a
class looking refreshed and perky
are the ones who sit in the back
row? There's a reason for that.
,USEA LITTLE·
RESTRAINT WITH
YOUR 'KIDS.
DID YOU KNOW ...
Frank O. Gehry, LLS's infamous
architect, was recently asked the
question, "What would YOU rather
do?" His response was, "I would
choose to be a shoe salesman,
because I love looking at women's
legs.". Mirabella - June 1992
Sometimes you just gotta put kids in their place.
And when you're on the road, that place is buckled in their
own safety belts, and firmly. Do this, and your kids will
be more than ready for the long road ahead of them.
YOU COULD LEARN A LOTFROM A DUMMl
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELl us. Department .~
olTransportation , ....
r:t!I A Public Service 01
~~ This Publication
Fa more information, caJlltIe Airbag & CIIild Safety lIot1ine: 800-424·9393
CATHOLIC LAW SOCIETY
The Catholic Law Society
is a student-run organization at
Loyola. CLS's goals are threefold:
1) to promote the Faith on campus;
2) to support Catholic students
spritually, academically, and
socially; and 3) to engage in
dialogue with other broad-minded
groups on campus.
This year we are
promoting the Faith on campus by
hosting a series of prominent
Catholic speakers. This semester
we will host Cardinal Mahony,
Archbishop of Los Angeles. He
will speak on the Church's
relevance to the legal community.
This event wil1 take place
September 30th, a Wednesday
evening. There will be a reception
with plenty of food and drink at
6:00, with the Cardinal's speech
scheduled for 6:30 immediately
followed by a Question! Answer
session. This event should be an
exciting one to attend and is open
to all members of the Loyola legal
community. Our second speaker
this academic year will be Judge
John T. Noonan. Judge Noonan
is a Judge on the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals and also a
member of the faculty of Boalt
Hall at U.C. Berkeley. He is a
prolific writer and has authored
over 30 books and law review
articles, some of the titles being: A
Private Choice, Persons and Masks
oj the Law, The Morality oj
Abortion, The Believer and the
Powers That Are. His presentation
to the school will center around the
topic of his latest law review
article entitled A Catholic Law
School, 67 NOTRE DAME L.
REv. 1037 (1992). This event
will take place in either
February or March and will be
an intellectual defense of the
,value of a truly Catholic law
. school. This should provide
everyone at our nominally
Catholic law school with much
food for thought. Again this
presentation is open to all
members of the Loyola legal
community. Finally, the CLS is
also prepared to take a -
defensive posture in promotion
of the Faith, as the situation
warrants.
SpUitualSupportfor
the Catholic student is one of
the main goals of CLS. There
will be opportunities for
members to attend daily mass
and bible studies on campus.
The Society will host a spiritual
retreat. each semester. There
will be an opportunity to join
discussion/study' groups on
topics ranging from being both
a lawyer and a Catholic, to
favorite devotions/prayers, to
natu~ law. Academically, an
Outline Bank containing
student-made .outlines tailored to
your professor's course will be'
available to members; CLS will
coordinate the formation of
study groups for each section
based on our registration
records. Socially, life at
Loyola can become all too
serious to be healthy so the
Society is planning to host
regular parties and mixers.
These will be great occasions to
unwind and meet new people
with similar interests. CLS will
also sponsor outings, usually at
substantially discounted prices,
to the Theatre, Concerts,
Movies, and Museums. We
will also have a regular video
night at members' 'homes.
Community Outreach is also a
goal of CLS. This year we
have plans to coordinate efforts
with Catholic Charities in
assisting in food drives, soup
kitchens and tutoring primary &
secondary students.
THE Crossword by Martha J. DeWitt
4 Gushing
5 Afternoons
6 School work
7 Cuban province
8 Trudge
9 Fr. upper house
10 Sheath
11 Revelation
12 Dizzy or Daffy
13 ~~r.r:lative !!ij!llfiN;.I~
18 Roof ornament
22 come-en
24 _ Vader
26 Centers
27 Coeurd'-
28 Revelation
30 Fr. painter
32 Kindof
thread
33 _ Park, Colo.
35 Box
37 Cereal grains 3. ··Yourlectures are so boring they make me
40 Drain wont to run from your classroom. screaming.
42 Certain and Silt my Wrists"-BAD (Honest, but bad.)
pendent
45 Consoles
ACROSS
1 ,,_ Goriot"
5 Does a belly-
whopper
10 Grant
14 Arabian letter
15 Oberon of
films
16 Felling tools
17 Revela,ion
19 Gaiter
20 On theup _
21 Calming with
drugs
23 Phoenician
city
25 Pinochle cards
26 Mohammedan
judge_
29 Square pillar
31 Spry
34 Cromwell
36 Makes boo-bees
38 "If it were ~+-+--4--
done when _
done .,"
39 Takes umbrage
41 Certain
worshiper
43 Reference
work: abbr.
44 Cartoonist
Addams
46 Louisiana
cookery
47 Author Lagerlof
49 Mannerism
51 Hydrocarbons:
suff.
52 Hops dryer
54 Chronic
failure
56 Of the stars
58 Jockey Arcaro
62 Put to flight
63 Revelation
65 Concerning
66 Public spat
67 Vegetable
68 Contemporary
69 Armor part
. 70 Mex. laborer
c 1992 Tnbune Media Services
DOWN
1 Spotted cavy
2 N.C. college
3 Peel
In an attempt to reach
out to other broad-minded
\
groups, interested in exploring
the nexus between religion and
the law, the CLS is planning a
Church/State Forum where the
Religion Clauses of the First
Amendment are discussed.
CLS plans to host the forum
once a year in the spring
semester. The panel ~ill be
composed of 4-5 constitutional
experts of various religious
persuasions. This year our
proposed forum will be entitled
"The Constitutionality of the
Secretary of Education Lamar
Alexander's Educational
Voucher if Applied to Religious
Schools: Lemon v, Kurtzman
Revisited." State support to
religious schools ran afoul of
the third prong of the Lemon
test in 1971. However, the new
voucher proposal does not
mandate the direct financing of
any sectarian school, but rather
finances the individual and
48 Substance
50 Lawmakers
53 Credit
55 Shoe size
56 Top-drawer
57 Early Peruvian
59 Barrier to
control water
60 Jap. box
61 Actor Richard
62 Van Winkle
64 Victory sign
1.·'1died." -BAD (Not only will this create
immediate suspicion, but it is very difficult
to prove.)
2. ·1 was very very III because I washed
down a bottle of tecuuo With a bottle of
vccxo. and spent most of the night orojectue
vomiting.·· -BAD (Toomuch detai!.)
allows himlher to choose the
school. This proposal is
. something like what already
occurs on the college level,
with the government funding
your budget needs without
having to supply the sectarian
school directly with money. In
fact, this is exactly how many
of you are able to attend
Loyola. Regardless of your
leanings on the advisability of
the administration's position on
this matter, the issue should
provide for an interesting
debate.
If you have any other
ideas to contribute, are
interested in any of our
activities, or in exploring your
Faith further, we hope you will
accept our invitation to register
with the Catholic Law Society
and have both a successful and
exciting year!
